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On deck:

● The “Protagonist”
● The “Eyewitness”
● The “Watson”
● The “Villain”



  

The Protagonist

● Just tell your character’s story. Don’t overthink 
it.

● Voice is mostly vocabulary and metaphor.
● Free Indirect Speech is a dial you can turn, with 

illiterate rube at one extreme and literary genius 
at the other.

● “All narrators are good writers.”



  

The Rule of Surprise

In scenes with multiple POV 
characters (buddy stories), 
give the POV to the character 
who gets surprised. 

In every scene, there's a gap. 

The POV character should be 
the one who experiences the 
gap.
https://noveldog.com/2019/06/16/choosing-
a-point-of-view-character/



  

Dramatic Irony

● This is when the reader knows something that a 
character doesn’t.

● It’s a POWERFUL source of tension and 
emotion!

● An easy way to get it is to leave the 
protagonist’s POV...



  

The Eyewitness



  

Show us what the protagonist didn’t 
see:

Prologue

Orange County Police Officer 
Billy Rennie eased his cruiser to 
a stop so he could watch the 
lightning. He was parked on 
Yorba Linda Boulevard, at the 
western edge of Chino Hills 
State Park. The clouds were 
gray and heavy, tinted with dust, 
and blue-white bolts crackled 
through them...



  

Create scope and raise the stakes:

Esteban Higuera hit the 'off duty' light 
switch on the diablo's dash.  Time for dinner, 
then home – the end of an especially hard 
day behind the wheel, hauling gringos' 
asses around L.A.  The earthquake had 
jacked up everybody's plans, so everybody 
wanted a cab…

Esteban got out of the cab and stared.  
Something had fallen on the Dos Hermanos. 
 Something made of dull black leather, and 
big as a circus tent or a deflated hot-air 
balloon.  It hung over all sides, touching the 
ground in places.

Everybody seemed to be keeping their 
distance.  They spoke in whispers.

It looked like a bat's wing… 



  

And introduce characters:



  

Exercise!

Write a scene for your WIP from the POV of an 
eyewitness (waiter, taxi driver, etc). 

Either (A) introduce your main character or (B) 
witness the conflagration of the climax.



  



  

Like a BOSS:



  

These are fun to write.

The land of Mira was discovered, it is 
believed by most reputable historians, in the 
twenty-third year of the reign of Lord 
Barriyour, the Bold. It first appears in the 
testimony of a convicted privateer named 
Usrigoth, during his trial for crimes against 
Lord Barriyour's marine estates… 

During the rule of Bartimeus and his 
nephew Bartimeus II, three more expeditions 
were launched to survey the coasts of Mira.

None returned.

Excerpt from the Introduction to Survival in 
the Miran Wilds 

by Dugan Wisefoot



  

Exercise!

For your WIP, write a text (newspaper, obituary, or 
official document) that chronicles some exposition 

for the reader.



  

Wait a minute!

● Nobody likes infodumps.
● Good exposition should read like the last page 

of a mystery novel.
● Before you provide the answers… you must 

ask the questions.



  

Deception Point’s Prologue:



  

Which brings us to...



  

The Watson...

Holds us back from the action, asking questions 
and waiting for the answers.

● Broke: "Have an ignorant narrator to ask questions 
and get explanations."

● Woke: "Have an ignorant narrator to ask questions 
and NOT get explanations... until the end."

● Bespoke: "Have an UNRELIABLE narrator, to get 
the reader asking questions about what the hell is 
going on."



  

Shout out to:

● “The Tell-Tale Heart”
● The Turn of the Screw
● RASHOMON

 "But it's the truth even if it didn't happen." -- Chief 
Bromden, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest



  

The Villain



  

The Antagonist’s POV is potent!

● Creates dramatic irony
● Sets the stakes and scope (antagonists get the first move)
● Create verisimilitude (well-rounded antagonists are 

believable)



  

Can you believe this?

● JAWS gave us the villain’s POV in the opening credits.
● EXERCISE: Write a prologue for your WIP from the POV 

of your antagonist. (Make it one sentence if you want.)
● https://noveldog.com/2010/02/11/vader-vs-voldemort/



  

Thanks!

● I’m Steven W. White
● Obsessing over craft at noveldog.com
● Twitter: @Noveldog
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